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Compact Models and the Physics of
Nanoscale FETs
Mark S. Lundstrom, Fellow, IEEE, and Dimitri A. Antoniadis, Fellow, IEEE

Abstract—The device physics of nanoscale MOSFETs is
reviewed and related to traditional compact models. Beginning
with the Virtual Source model, a model for nanoscale MOSFETs
expressed in traditional form, we show how a Landauer
approach gives a clear, physical interpretation to the parameters
in the model. The analysis shows that transport in the channel is
limited by diffusion near the virtual source both below and
above threshold, that current saturation is determined by
velocity saturation near the source, not by the maximum velocity
in the channel, and that the channel resistance approaches a
finite value as the channel length approaches zero. These results
help explain why traditional models continue to work well at the
nanoscale, even though carrier transport is distinctly different
from that at the microscale, and they identify the essential
physics that physics-based compact models for nanoscale
MOSFETs should comprehend.
Index Terms—ballistic transport, MOSFETs, nanoelectronics,
semiconductor device modeling

P

I. INTRODUCTION
HYSICS-BASED compact

models for electronic devices play
two important and distinct roles. First, the kernel of the
model serves as a compact mathematical description of our
understanding of the device. This conceptual model helps us
interpret experiments and detailed simulations and guides our
thinking in device research and development. Second, the
complete model with extensions to treat parasitic elements
and with consideration of the practicalities that ensure that it
runs robustly in a circuit simulator [1] enables circuit design.
Today’s sophisticated compact models for field-effect
transistors (see, for example, [2-7]) have evolved from models
first developed 30-50 years ago [8-11]. For much of the
physics this is appropriate; the Poisson equation is still valid,
but carrier transport at the nanoscale is different.
In nanoscale FETs, transport effects such as velocity
overshoot and ballistic and quasi-ballistic transport become
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important [12-15]. Typically, these effects are treated as
perturbations to the traditional approach, but they are not
perturbations; transport in a nanoscale FET is distinctly
different from transport in microscale FETs [12-16]. In fact
the whole premise of the gradual channel approximation on
which all FET models should be re-examined under near
ballistic conditions [17]. (It should hold, however, very near
the beginning of the channel, which is the key to the model to
be discussed.) Surprisingly, traditional FET compact models
continue to fit well the current-voltage characteristics of
nanoscale devices, if the mobility and saturation velocity are
treated as fitting parameters. On the other hand, the magnitude
of channel charge vs. voltage is demonstrably overestimated
[17]. The use of empirical models may be acceptable for
circuit simulation, particularly in the presence of large
parasitic and load capacitances, but it causes confusion when
using them as conceptual guides for device research and
development.
Our goal is this paper is to relate the physics of nanoscale
MOSFETs to the traditional theory used for compact models.
The paper reviews the understanding of nanoscale MOSFETs
that has been developed through computational and
experimental studies over the past 15 years. We also relate
this physical understanding to the virtual source (VS) compact
model [18]. The approach is tutorial because we aim to
convey this understanding to those in the compact modeling
community who have not closely followed this work.
The paper continues in Sec. II by discussing the MOSFET
in terms of energy band diagrams, which makes the essential
physics clear and highlights the similarity of field-effect and
bipolar transistors. In Sec. III, we present a simple version of
the virtual source (VS) model [18] and relate it to the barriercontrolled approach of Sec. II. Subsequent discussions clarify
the physical basis of two key parameters in the VS model, the
“apparent mobility” and the “injection velocity.” In Sec. IV,
we develop a MOSFET model using the Landauer-Boltzmann
approach to carrier transport. (This approach treats ballistic
and quasi-ballistic transport in nanoscale devices and reduces
to the drift-diffusion equation for long devices [19], [20].)
The Landauer model for the MOSFET looks much different
from the traditional model, but we show in Sec. V that it can
be re-expressed in traditional form and that doing so gives
clear, physical meaning to parameters in the VS model. The
paper concludes in Sec. VI by summarizing the challenges of
developing compact models that fully capture the essential
physics of modern field-effect transistors.
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II. THE TRANSISTOR AS A BARRIER CONTROLLED DEVICE
Fig. 1a is a sketch of the equilibrium conduction band edge
vs. position along the surface of an N-channel MOSFET from
the source, across the channel, to the drain. Because the
channel is p-type (or undoped) there is a large barrier that
prevents electrons in the source from flowing to the drain.
Note the similarity of this energy band diagram to that of an
NPN bipolar transistor.
As shown in Fig. 1b, the application of a large drain
voltage lowers the quasi-Fermi level in the drain and, along
with it, the conduction band edge. If, however, the MOSFET
is electrostatically well designed, then the height of the energy
barrier is primarily controlled by the gate. The device is off;
there is only leakage current due to electrons in the source that
are thermionically emitted over the source to channel barrier.
As shown in Fig. 1c, when a large gate voltage is also
applied, the electrostatic potential in the channel increases,
which lowers the energy barrier to the source. Thermionic
emission over the source to channel barrier increases
exponentially, and the device turns on. For low gate voltages
(subthreshold), the surface potential varies with the gate
voltage as ψ S = VGS m , where m ≈ 1 [6,7]. Because the
probability for thermionic emission increases exponentially as
the barrier is lowered, the sub-threshold current varies
exponentially with gate voltage. Above threshold, electrons
in the channel screen the potential from the gate, so the
surface potential varies logarithmically with the gate voltage.
The drain current still depends exponentially on the barrier
height, so I DS varies linearly with gate voltage for VGS > VT .
Both the drain current of a MOSFET and the collector current
of a bipolar transistor are controlled by diffusion-like
transport over a barrier near the source or emitter [21]. For
the MOSFET, the height of the barrier is controlled by the
gate to source voltage and for the bipolar transistor by the
base emitter voltage. .
The on-state operation of a well-designed MOSFET can be
understood from Fig. 1c. Because the device is
electrostatically well-designed, there is a short region near the
source where the potential is mostly controlled by the gate
voltage, and the lateral electric field is small. Increases in the
drain voltage have a small effect on this region if the
transistor’s drain-induced barrier lowering (DIBL) is low, so
the current is relatively insensitive to increases in the drain
voltage. Drain current saturation occurs because of 2D
electrostatics, but what controls the magnitude of the current?
As shown in Fig. 1c, a flux of electrons is thermionically
emitted from the source, over the barrier, and into the channel.
A fraction, T , exits from the drain, and a fraction, 1−T ,
backscatters and returns to the source. At the top of the
barrier, the lateral electric field is zero. The goal of transistor
design is to make the charge at the top of the barrier (the
virtual source) equal to value given by ideal, 1D MOS
electrostatics with only a small correction due to DIBL (i.e.
Qn 0 = Cinv VGS − VT , where Qn 0 is the inversion charge

()

at

(

)

()

Fig. 1. Operation of a MOSFET in terms of energy band
diagrams. a) Equilibrium conduction band-edge vs. position
for a low gate voltage. b) Conduction band-edge, EC , vs.
position for a large applied drain bias. c) Conduction bandedge vs. position for a large gate and drain bias. ( Fn is the
electron quasi-Fermi level.)
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the top of the barrier, Cinv is the gate capacitance measured

III. THE VIRTUAL SOURCE MODEL

under strong inversion conditions, VT = VT 0 − δ VDS , is the

The Virtual Source model is a simple, semi-empirical
compact model for MOSFETs that describes a wide range of
nanoscale FETs with good accuracy [18]. Although the VS
model was originally developed directly from the point of
view of quasi-ballistic transport, which we will adopt later, it
is useful in this section to present a quick development of the
basic model following the traditional MOSFET theory. We’ll
then show that by simply re-interpreting the effective mobility
and the saturation velocity, nanoscale FETs can be accurately
modeled. The physical justification for this re-interpretation
will be discussed in Sec. IV.
Above threshold and under low drain to source bias, the
electric field in the channel is approximately VDS L , and the

threshold voltage with VT 0 being the threshold voltage at an
infinitesimally small drain to source voltage, VDS , and δ is
the DIBL).
The MOSFET’s drain current per unit width is proportional
to the product of charge density and velocity. Since the
current is constant (no recombination), it can be evaluated
anywhere, but the virtual source is the best choice because the
gradual channel approximation applies there, so we know the
inversion layer charge there. Accordingly,

I DS = WQn ( 0 ) υ ( 0 ) .

(1)

The velocity at the beginning of the channel (at the virtual
source), is υ ( 0 ) , which is known as the injection velocity.
Electrons injected from the source diffuse across the low-field
region, and when they enter the high-field part of the channel,
they are swept across and out the drain. Diffusion cannot
occur faster than the thermal velocity; when the diffusion
velocity in the low-field region reaches the thermal (ballistic
injection) velocity, the transistor is operating at its ballistic
limit. The low-field part of the channel is like the base of a
bipolar transistor, and the high-field part is like the collector
[21]. In contrast to a long channel device, where transport is
by diffusion below threshold and by drift above threshold, it
is by diffusion near the VS in both cases for a nanoscale
MOSFET operating below the ballistic limit.
Our discussion has described the MOSFET saturation
region in terms of energy band diagrams, but similar
arguments apply to the linear region [16]. Understanding the
MOSFET as a barrier controlled device omits many details,
some of which can become important in certain cases, but it
seems to describe the essential physics of MOSFETs with
nanoscale channel lengths and is a useful guide to the
development of compact models. Several detailed
computational studies support the general picture described
here (e.g. [22-30]), although others identify additional
complexities [31-34].
The art of compact modeling is the balance between
rigorous and empirical modeling. The model described here
seems to provide a good conceptual foundation for
understanding small field-effect transistors. It shows that the
shape of the MOSFET IV characteristic is determined by
manipulating the energy barrier with the gate and drain
voltages; i.e. by one- and two-dimensional electrostatics,
which becomes more challenging at the nanoscale, but does
not fundamentally change. The magnitude of the current,
however, is determined by transport, which is much different
at the nanoscale than at the microscale.

drift velocity is µeff VDS L , where µeff

is the so-called

effective mobility of traditional MOSFET theory, the depth
averaged mobility in the channel [6,7] Accordingly, we can
write the drain current, (1), as
I DLIN = WQn ( 0 ) υ ( 0 ) =

W
µeff Qn ( 0 )VDS ,
L

(2a)

which is the standard expression for the linear region current.
In a nanoscale MOSFET under high drain bias, the
longitudinal electric field is very high. (For a 30 nm channel
length with one volt on the drain, the average electric field is
over 300 kV/cm.) In bulk silicon, the electron velocity
saturates at about υ sat ≈ 107 cm/s for electric fields above 10
kV/cm, so one might assume that the electron velocity is
saturated along the entire channel. Accordingly, (1) gives the
saturation current as

I DSAT = WQn ( 0 ) υ ( 0 ) = WQn ( 0 )υ sat .

(2b)

As shown in Fig. 2, (2a) and (2b) give the current at low
and high drain voltages; the two currents intersect at a
voltage,

VDSAT = υ sat L µeff .

(3)

(The full VS model includes a refinement to properly treat
saturation in weak inversion [18].) The current for arbitrary
drain voltage is the smaller of the two expressions. The VS
model takes an empirical approach and defines the full range
IV characteristics using a “saturation function” that smoothly
increases the velocity from µeff VDS L to υ sat as the drain
voltage increases. The VS model IV characteristic is given by

(

)

I DS = WQn VGS,VDS Fsat (VDS )υ sat ,
where

(4a)
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Fsat (VDS ) = (VDS VDSAT )
and

(

Qn VGS ,VDS

)

(1+ (V

DS

VDSAT )

β

)

1/ β

,

(4b)
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IV. LANDAUER APPROACH TO NANO-SCALE FETS
To treat transport at the nanoscale, we express the drain
current as [19, 20, 39]

is given by MOS electrostatics. A

2q
T ( E ) M ( E ) ( fS − fD ) dE ,
h ∫

numerical solution based on the surface potential could be
used for Qn , but the VS model uses an empirical function that

I DS =

smoothly goes from subthreshold to above threshold [18].
This expression comprehends 1D and 2D electrostatics
through the measured subthreshold slope and DIBL.

where T ( E ) is the transmission at energy, E, M ( E ) is the

(5)

number of current-carrying channels at energy, E, and fS ( E )
and fD ( E ) are the equilibrium Fermi functions in the source
and drain. Scattering near the virtual course is nearly elastic,
but in the high-field portion of the channel, it is strongly
inelastic. Equation (5) applies when the scattering is elastic,
so we use it near the virtual source. Although it is sometimes
thought that the Landauer approach applies only to the
ballistic transport, but as discussed in [19, 20], it applies from
the ballistic to diffusive regimes.
For a derivation of (5) and a discussion of the underlying
assumptions, see [19, 20], but the result is readily understood.
For uniform temperature, fS ( E ) and fD ( E ) differ when a

Fig. 2. Illustration of how the virtual source model empirically combines
expressions for the linear and saturation region currents to obtain a full range
IV characteristic.

As we have described it, the VS model is a traditional
MOSFET model with only a few, physical parameters, gate
capacitance in inversion, subthreshold swing, DIBL, and the
threshold voltage or off-current. With these parameters as
inputs, fitting the model to experimental data determines the
mobility, velocity, and series resistance. The VS model
generally produces excellent fits to measured data, but two
things are noticed. First, the extracted mobility tends to
decrease with channel length, especially in III-V FETs, which
are not clouded by halos and other effects that could increase
scattering at short channel lengths [35]. This is not
unexpected because (2a) does not behave well as L → 0
where it should approach a finite ballistic limit [36, 37]. The
mobility must decrease as L → 0 so that (2a) approaches a
finite limit, but the physical interpretation of this “mobility” is
not clear. Second, the meaning of the extracted saturation
velocity obtained from curve fitting is not clear. How does it
relate to the high-field, bulk saturation velocity, to the peak of
the velocity vs. field characteristic in a III-V material, and to
velocity overshoot, which is known to occur in short, highfield regions [12-14, 38]?
In the next section, we will derive by a completely different
method a simple expression for the IV characteristic of a
nanoscale MOSFET. When we compare this new expression
to the VS model, a clear physical interpretation will emerge

voltage on the drain lowers the drain Fermi level with respect
to the source, so (5) states that the current is zero when the
voltage across the device is zero. Equation (5) also states that
the current is proportional to the number of current carrying
channels and to the transmission, which is the probability that
an electron injected from the source exits from the drain. In
the ballistic limit, T ( E ) = 1 . Equation (5) does not resolve
quantities spatially (for that we need the Boltzmann equation),
so it must be applied to a single location within the device.
The obvious location is at the top of the barrier (or virtual
source) where the gradual channel approximation holds, and
the electron charge, Qn ( 0 ) , is known.
Consider

first, the

VDS << k BT q ) where

expansion for

I DLIN =

(f

S

)

linear

region

(small

VDS ,

i.e.

f S ≈ f D . Using a Taylor series

− f D , (5) becomes

2q 2 ⎧
⎛ f0 ⎞ ⎫
⎨ ∫T ( E ) M ( E ) ⎜⎝ − ⎟⎠ dE ⎬VDS .
h ⎩
∂E
⎭

(6)

To evaluate this expression, we first assume ballistic
transport, T ( E ) = 1 , and nondegenerate carrier statistics so
that

f0 = exp ⎡⎣( E F − E ) k BT ⎤⎦ .

(The

nondegeneracy

assumption is not valid above threshold, but MOS theory
typically uses this assumption, so it will make comparisons
easier.) To proceed, we must specify the number of channels,
M ( E ) , which is directly related to the bandstructure [19, 20].
For a simple, parabolic band with an effective mass m* and
valley degeneracy, gV , it is straightforward to show [20]
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M ( E ) = gV W

2m* ( E − EC )

π

.

(The parameter, W, is the width of the MOSFET and

(7)

gV is

the valley degeneracy.) With these assumptions, we can
evaluate (6) to find

I DLIN = W Qn (VGS ,VDS )

υT
VDS ,
2 ( kBT q )

(8)

where

5
the presence of scattering, we simply multiply (8) by T
find

I DLIN =T LINWQn (VGS ,VDS )

(9a)
is the unidirectional thermal velocity and

⎛
⎞
m*
Qn = qnS = ⎜ gV
k T e( EF −EC ) kBT = N 2 D e( EF −EC ) kBT . (9b)
2 B ⎟
⎝ π
⎠

To treat scattering under high drain bias current, MOS
electrostatics must be considered. Under ballistic conditions,
there is a positively-directed flux injected from the source and
a negatively-directed flux injected from the drain. For a drain
voltage of a few k BT q , thermionic emission from the drain
there is only a positively-directed net flux at the top of the
barrier. As shown in Fig. 1c for high drain bias, in the
presence of scattering, there are both positive and negative
moving fluxes of carriers at the top of the barrier even under
high drain bias. MOS electrostatics demands that the charge
be the same, whether or not there is a backscattered flux. By
enforcing MOS electrostatics according to the argument of
[46], we find that the high VDS drain current, (11), must be
multiplied by T

Equation (8) should be compared to the corresponding
traditional expression, (2a).
Next, we evaluate the current for large VDS , where
S

)

− f D ≈ f S . In this case, the drain current expression, (5),

becomes

I DSAT =

2q
T ( E ) M ( E ) fS ( E ) dE .
h ∫

(10)

Assuming ballistic transport and proceeding as before, we
find
I DSAT = W Qn (VGS ,VDS )υT ,

(11)

which should be compared to the traditional expression, (2b).
Whereas III-V FETs operate close to the ballistic limit [35,
40, 41], Si MOSFETs typically operate at about one-half the
ballistic limit [42-45], so we cannot assume that T ( E ) = 1 . A
simple expression for T ( E ) in a uniform, field-free region

T LIN ( E ) =

λ (E)

λ (E) + L

,

(12)

λ ( E ) is the mean-free-path for backscattering.

Equation (12) shows that T → 1 when λ >> L (ballistic
limit) and T → λ L when λ << L (diffusive limit).
If we assume (to keep the math simple) that the mean-freepath is energy independent, then to obtain the linear current in

( 2 −T ) to find

⎛ T SAT ⎞
I DSAT = ⎜
WQn (VGS ,VDS )υT .
⎝ 2 −T SAT ⎟⎠

(14)

To summarize, we have derived expressions for the linear
and saturation region currents by applying the Landauer
formula at the top of the barrier. The results, (13) and (14), are
the counterparts of the corresponding results from the
traditional approach, (2a) and (2b). It should be noted that we
have labeled the transmission differently in the linear and
saturation regions. In the linear region, the transmission is
given by (12). An electron scattering anywhere in the channel
has a chance to return to the source. Under high bias,
however, only the low-field region near the beginning of the
channel matters. If electrons transmit across this region and
enter the high-field part of the channel, then even if they
scatter, they are unlikely to return to the source [16, 46].
Accordingly, the relevant length is not the whole channel, but
only the low-field part, and the transmission becomes

T SAT ( E ) =

can be derived from the Boltzmann equation as [19, 20]

where

(13)

to the top of the barrier is suppressed (i.e. f S >> f D ), and

υT = 2kBT π m*

(f

υT
VDS .
2 ( kBT q )

to

λ (E)

λ (E) + 

,

(15)

where  is the length of the low-field portion of the channel.
Since  << L , the transmission is significantly larger for large
VDS than for small VDS . Even though the large drain voltage
increases the electron energy so that electrons scatter more,
the additional scattering takes place in a part of the channel
where it matters little. The device is less ballistic under high
drain bias, but the fraction of carriers that transmit from the
source to the drain in higher than under low VDS .
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V. DISCUSSION
Two different analytical approaches to the MOSFET have
been discussed – a traditional approach, which accurately
describes nanoscale MOSFETs if we regard the mobility and
saturation velocity as fitting parameters and a Landauer
approach, which has clear physical meaning at the nanoscale.
The traditional and Landauer expressions look very different,
but we will show that the Landauer expressions can be written
in a form that is very similar to the traditional form; doing so
provides a clear, physical interpretation for the mobility and
saturation velocity in the VS model.
Consider the linear region current first. The Landauer
approach is expressed in terms of the transmission, which
involves
the
near-equilibrium
mean-free-path
for
backscattering. There is a simple relation between the meanfree-path and the diffusion coefficient in the bulk [19];
Dn = υT λ0 2 , where we assume an energy independent meanfree-path, λ0 . The near-equilibrium diffusion coefficient in
the bulk is related to the mobility by the Einstein relation, so
we can relate the effective mobility of electrons in the
inversion layer to the mean-free-path as

µeff =

υ T λ0
.
2 k BT q

(16)

(The use of a concept like mobility in a channel that may be
shorter than, a mean-free-path can be questioned. In this
context, mobility should be understood as simply another way
to write the near-equilibrium mean-free-path.)
Using (12) and (16), we can re-write (13) as
I DLIN =

W
µappQn (VGS ,VDS )VDS ,
L

(17)

where we have defined an “apparent mobility” by

1
1
1
≡
+
.
µapp µeff µ B

(18)

The term, µ B , in (18) is the so-called “ballistic mobility”
[47, 20],

µB ≡

υT L
,
2 k BT q

(19)
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According to (18), the apparent mobility of a MOSFET is
the smaller of the real mobility and the ballistic mobility.
Since the ballistic mobility is proportional to the channel
length, it is most important for very short channels and for
very high effective mobilities. Experimentally, one finds that
the apparent mobility deduced for a FET decreases as the
channel length decreases, even where there is no increase in
scattering. The effect is large enough to be measurable for Si
MOSFETs [48] and quite distinct in III-V HEMTs [35, 40].
For very short channels, the ballistic mobility dominates, and
the linear region current becomes independent of channel
length with a value given by Natori’s ballistic limit [36, 37].
The Landauer analysis shows that the mobility in the VS
model is the apparent mobility as given by (18). What about
the saturation current? Using (15) in (14), we find

I DSAT = WQn (VGS ,VDS )υinj ,

(20)

where the injection velocity is given by
−1

⎡1
1 ⎤
υinj = ⎢ +
⎥ .
⎣ υT ( Dn  ) ⎦

(21)

The injection velocity is seen to be the smaller of the
velocity at which electrons diffuse across the low-field region
at the beginning of the channel, Dn  , and the velocity, υT ,
at which they are thermionically emitted across the barrier
into the channel. When the low-field region is very short, the
injection velocity reaches its ballistic limit, υT . We see that
the saturation velocity of the traditional approach is actually
the injection velocity at the virtual source.
By replacing the mobility in the traditional model with a
well-defined apparent mobility and the high-field, bulk
saturation velocity with the injection velocity at the virtual
source, the VS model accurately describes nanoscale
MOSFETs. The VS model displays the signature of velocity
saturation (drain current increasing linearly with gate
overdrive), but the physics is much different. In a long, highfield region, the velocity saturates because of the steady-state
balance between the accelerating force of the electric field and
collisional dissipation. In a nanoscale MOSFET, the velocity
saturates at the top of the barrier for completely different
reasons.
In the ballistic case, drain current saturation occurs when
f S >> f D , which occurs when VDS is greater than a few

and µeff is the effective mobility of inversion layer electrons

k BT q . For drain voltages of this magnitude, the thermionic

due to scattering in the channel as given by (16). In the
expression for the ballistic mobility, (19), we simply replace
the actual mean-free-path in (16) with the channel length. The
physical interpretation is that in a ballistic FET, carriers are
thermalized in the source and drain, i.e. they scatter frequently
in both of these regions, whereas they travel ballistically
across the channel, so the distance between scattering events
is the channel length itself.

emission of electrons from the drain to the top of the barrier is
suppressed. For a MOSFET operating below the ballistic
limit, drain current saturation occurs because of 2D
electrostatics. In a well-designed MOSFET, the length of the
low-field region,  , varies only slowly with drain bias, so the
injection velocity as given by (21) is relatively independent of
VDS . Note that the VS model is consistent with the notion that

FINAL DRAFT: SEPTEMBER 2013 TED-2013-06-0830-SI
the carriers’ velocity increases as they move towards the
drain. If the carriers are ballistic and the energy profile is
known, their velocity can be calculated exactly and therefore
the total channel charge can be calculated self-consistently
with the current. This idea has been used to allow for proper
charge calculation in the VS model even under near-ballistic
conditions [17].
We have shown that a MOSFET model expressed in
traditional form can accurately describe the I-V characteristics
of nanoscale FETs if two key model parameters, the mobility
and saturation velocity, are re-interpreted. The VS model is,
however, semi-empirical and not predictive. For example, the
injection velocity must be determined by fitting
measurements or detailed simulations, because it requires
knowledge of  , which is difficult to compute. The VS model
makes the transition from linear to saturation with an
empirical saturation function; a proper treatment would
require us to model the variation of the length of the critical
region from L to  as VDS increases. Finally, note that the VS

7
analysis shows that it can be located a short distance after the
top of the barrier [51]. In the VS model, the inversion
capacitance is measured separately with an MOS capacitor.
In a MOSFET, it should depend on drain bias as well as gate
bias; this effect is not included in the present version of the
VS model because its effect is not clearly observed in
experimental data. We have not resolved the charge along the
channel so the effects of scattering near the drain, which
increases the charge in the channel and electrostatically
couples to the potential at the VS, has not been treated. More
detailed device models are needed to treat this effect, but we
find the effect to be too small to observe in electrostatically
well-designed MOSFETs
.

model is a short channel model and does not treat long

(

channel MOSFETs for which I DS ∝ VGS − VT

).
2

It is interesting to compare the on-state energy band
diagrams of long and short channel MOSFETs. The short
channel case was shown in Fig. 1c. For a long channel, there
is considerable inversion layer density over a substantial
portion of the channel, as shown in Fig. 3. In the region of
significant electron density, carrier transport is by drift in a
non-uniform electric field. For a large enough drain bias, the
electron density near the drain drops to a low value, which
increases the local resistance of the channel and results in
most of the additional drain voltage being dropped across this
“pinched-off” region [9]. Standard velocity saturation models
for MOSFETs clamp the velocity to υ sat in this high field,
pinched-off region.
Traditional MOSFET theory treats the on-state from short

(

channels where I DS ∝ VGS − VT

(

I DS ∝ VGS − VT

)

2

)

1

to long channels where

by invoking velocity saturation in high

electric fields. Our best understanding of electron transport,
however, shows that there is strong velocity overshoot and no
velocity saturation in short, high-field regions [12-16]. Even
in a long channel MOSFET, the length of the pinched-off
region is short, so it is likely that strong velocity overshoot
occurs always occurs in the pinch-off region. A treatment of
the linear to square law characteristic based on a Buttiker
probe approach has been reported [49,50], but how to do this
in a VS context is still not clear.
The model for the nanoscale MOSFET outlined in this
paper contains several simplifications, some necessary and
some not. For example, we assumed non-degenerate carriers
statistics and a simple bandstructure; these assumptions were
made to simplify the analysis and facilitate comparison with
traditional MOSFET models. The location of the virtual
source was assumed to be at the top of the barrier, but careful

Fig. 3. Sketch of the conduction band vs. position along the channel for the
on-state of a long channel MOSFET. The dashed line is the corresponding
result for a short channel device (i.e. for the nanoscale MOSFET shown in
Fig. 1c.).

Another assumption made in this paper is that of a perfect
source, i.e. one that can supply any charge, Qn 0 , to the top

()

of the barrier that MOS electrostatics demands. In practice,
devices may suffer from source exhaustion, where the source
doping is not heavy enough to supply carriers to the top of the
barrier [52], or source starvation, in which scattering in the
source is not strong enough to keep the momentum states that
inject carriers into the channel filled [34, 53]. Both of these
effects would manifest themselves as a non-linear (i.e. current
dependent) source resistance. Note also that FETs made with
novel channel materials often suffer from poor source/drain
contacts with high resistance and frequently do not have
heavily doped source/drain extensions. Such devices are
source-limited and may not follow the behavior outlined here,
though the VS model can be adapted to comprehend these
effects [54], this topic falls outside the scope of this paper.
We set out in this paper to explain why traditional
MOSFET theory, originally developed for microscale
MOSFETs, continues to describe the performance of the
smallest transistors being currently manufactured. It can be
said that this question is a tautology [54]. The IV
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characteristics of a MOSFET are what define the device.
Traditional models were developed to explain these
characteristics. Several decades of device scaling have
preserved the shape of these characteristics; if they had
changed significantly, we would not call the device a
transistor. Since the traditional model describes I-V
characteristics of this shape, it must be possible to fit the
model to today’s devices. Although this is true, we have
shown that the connection between the traditional microscale
model and the Landauer nanoscale model is much deeper. The
main reason is that the common electrostatics they share is
what determines the shape of the I-V characteristics. When
the results of the Landauer analysis are expressed in
traditional form, they provide a clear, physical interpretation
of the parameters in the traditional model when applied to
nanoscale MOSFETs.
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